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A gripping family

saga covering three

generations and two 

nations

HASAN CEVAT COBANLI  was born in Istanbul in 1952, where he also grew up. He read 

American and Romance studies and is a graduate of the Deutsche Journalistenschule. 

He has worked as a writer for several magazines, e.g. Stern, Wirtschaftswoche, and 

Capital. As a TV reporter, presenter, and producer he has fi lmed numerous travel docu-

mentaries some of which have won awards.

STEPHAN REICHENBERGER, born in Bayreuth in 1957, works as a screen- and ghostwri-

ter. He has developed several TV shows such as Frontal, or Leute heute. He has fi lmed 

many TV documentaries for German public broadcasting companies ARD and ZDF, and 

has written screenplays for TV comedies. He was awarded the Adolf-Grimme-Preis for 

his work. Both writers live in Munich.

WOMEN WERE HIS PASSION.  Young Feridun grows up amidst two diffe-

rent cultures. As the son of the Dardanelles hero, Cevat Pascha, he is 

drilled to become a Gardejäger in a cadet corps in Berlin and is a guest on 

the estates of aristocratic families in Prussia. As a diplomat sponsored by 

Ataturk, a ladies’ man and a charming exotic, he experiences the moving 

world history between 1920 and 1960. Feridun‘s son, Hasan – just like his 

father – is neither really at home in Turkey, nor in Germany. He tells his 

chequered family story spanning over a hundred years to the year 2013 

when he makes the unexpected and touching acquaintance of a young 

female protester in Gezi Park…
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THE LEGEND IS ALIVE

The life and work of the 

unique entertainer – 

excitingly illuminated

100th birthday on

12 December, 2015

JOHANNES KUNZ, born in 1947, started working for the Austrian broadcasting compa-

ny ORF in 1968, was the spokesperson of Austrian chancellor Bruno Kreisky and after-

wards became the publishing director of the Molden-Verlag. In 1982, he returned to 

the ORF. From 1986–1994, he worked as a TV news director. As the founder of Vienna 

Entertainment, he organised many big concerts; from 1996–2012, he also managed the 

renowned Salzburg Autumn Jazz Festival where Ray Charles, Sonny Rollins, and Dion-

ne Warwick played, among others. He has written numerous books, radio and TV 

shows.

WHETHER IT IS BOB DYLAN, THOMAS QUASTHOFF, OR ROGER CICERO –  

in this anniversary year, artists of all genres re-interpret his songs and pay 

tribute to the highly revered Frank Sinatra. For more than 60 years, he 

enthralled an audience of millions on the stages of the world: the most 

accomplished of all crooners, The Voice, Ol’ Blue Eyes. He was a master of 

all nuances – confi dent, charismatic, and elegant. But how did the son of 

Italian immigrants in New Jersey become the star of an entire epoch? 

How did the great musicians of his time infl uence him, and why is he still 

fascinating us today? Johannes Kunz, a profound expert and critical fan, 

traces the footsteps of the phenomenon called Sinatra in an incomparab-

le music story. 
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»The stories of two great families between 

worlds – hauntingly told. A broad cinema-

tic experience in your mind. A novel with 

intelligence, humour, and attitude.«
VURAL ÖGER,

German-Turkish manager of a travel

company and former Member of the

European Parliament


